
CeeVoo HDTV Antenna Reviews 
 

 
 
Have you finally come to the conclusion that cable TV is just too expensive?  You may have 
friends that have turned you on to HDTV digital antennas recently.  They will save you lots of 
money and allow you to quit your cable TV provider.   
 
A popular HDTV digital antenna that consumers are selecting is the CeeVoo HDTV 
antenna.  In this CeeVoo hdtv antenna review you will learn the ins and outs of this device that 
is worth considering if you’re ready to switch away from cable TV. 
 

CeeVoo Antenna Review 

 
If you’ve read anything about the CeeVoo antenna then you’re probably aware of the many 
claims about this device such as it’s America’s most advanced HDTV antenna.  Other big 
buying claims is it has a 65 mile range and can access over 100 channels.  The average 
antenna can only reach between 15 to 35 channels depending on your location and how close 
you are to the TV towers.   
 
Compare the CeeVoo HDTV antenna with the best selling HDTV antennas on Amazon that are 
similarly priced. This 2019 Upgraded HDTV Indoor Digital Antenna has 160+ Miles 
Range.  It has over 210 customer reviews with 60% of customers giving the product a 5 
star rating – click to read reviews!! 
 
Like with any other hdtv antenna the primary idea is to convince consumers to get rid of their 
cable which is a great idea and because you’re not getting the best bang for your buck.  Most of 
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the time you’re watching the same channels over and over again with your cable provider so 
condense all of those channels by purchasing an hdtv antenna. 
 
You only make a one-time purchase with an hdtv antenna and continually receive unlimited free 
TV.  All of your channels will also be in high definition which you will love even more.  In this 
CeeVoo digital antenna review you will learn certain details about the CeeVoo and how it 
compares with other antennas. 
 

How Does The CeeVoo Digital Antenna Work 
 

 
 
Like most digital antennas the CeeVoo is a black flat rectangular square that has a coaxial cable 
that plugs into the back of your television.  After it is properly plugged in the antenna can be 
placed on your wall and plugged into an outlet.  This entire process takes about 2 minutes and 
is very simple for anyone to do. 
 
The biggest issue you may have with the CeeVoo HDTV digital antenna is possibly moving it 
around to locate the best signal.  You will have to manually adjust where it needs to go to see 
how many channels it will receive and the clarity of the incoming channels. 
 
Some people recommend if you position the antenna near a window it will pick up more 
channels but it depends on your location. 
 
After you have found the right positioning for the antenna the next step is to turn on your TV, go 
to your Settings menu, and perform an Autoscan.  This will identify all the channels that can be 
picked up and saved for viewing.  That’s all there is to this. 
 
CeeVoo HDTV Antenna Scam?? 
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The most popular way for consumers to cut the cord is through digital antennas.  The CeeVoo 
works just like any other hdtv digital antenna.  You will receive free local channels from major 
networks such as NBC, ABC, Fox, and CBS. 
 
The idea that you will receive over 100 channels depends on your location and other 
factors.  You also should know premium cable TV channels are not included in the deal.  Those 
channels are not available through an hdtv antenna. 
 
CeeVoo is not a scam and functions just like any other digital antenna.  It may not live up to all 
of its claims but it is a good option for cutting the cord. 
 
Compare the CeeVoo HDTV antenna with the best selling HDTV antennas on Amazon that are 
similarly priced. This 2019 Upgraded HDTV Indoor Digital Antenna has 160+ Miles 
Range.  It has over 210 customer reviews with 60% of customers giving the product a 5 
star rating – click to read reviews!! 
 
How Much Does CeeVoo Cost? 

 
According to their website or any ads you’ve seen the CeeVoo is priced at $39.95 for one hdtv 
antenna.  There are discounts for buying more than one, look below: 
 
1 - $39.90 
2 - $69.90 
3 - $100 
4 - $130 
 
There is a 90 day money back guarantee that will refund your money in full or send you a 
replacement.  Thanks for reading this CeeVoo HDTV Antenna review. 
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